
Leonardo Nobre Ghiggino
leonardonobre.com.br github.com/lghiggino linkedin.com/in/lghiggino

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS

- Software Engineer with extensive knowledge in HTML, CSS and TypeScript (JS), React and NextJS,
App Development with React Native, Node.js and Express, TypeORM, MongoDB and PostgreSQL.
- Experience in integrating Google Firebase tools such as authentication, real-time databases,
analytics and hosting

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Programming
TypeScript, React.js, Next.js,
TypeORM, Node.js, Express.js, Jest,
Git and Regex

Databases
MongoDB, Mongoose,
PostgreSQL, Firebase
integration

HTML5 and CSS
AJAX requests
Bootstrap and Bulma, SASS
Wordpress, Chrome Dev Tools

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Calindra, Full Stack Software Engineer
Designed and built front-end using NextJS with TypeScript, and back-end
using TypeORM, Express and PostgreSQL web application from concept to
completion in the FinTech domain.
Applied Kanban methodologies and Sprints to resolve complex problems,
achieving a sped up development process
Created unit tests using Jest, ensuring that all code met quality standards
before it's deployment.
Kickstarted a project integrating React Native and NextJS in order to build
versatile applications focusing both on web and mobile devices.
Apps:

● juuntos.com.br - Fullstack fintech application using TypeScript, NextJs,
TypeORM and Postgresql database, integrated with Microservices.

● Flash Mobile - A Fullstack mobile App using TypeScript and React
Native for one of Brazil’s leading ecommerce players.

April. 2021 - present
Remote

100Devs, Software Engineer
Designed and built front-end and back-end web applications from concept
to completion
Collaborated with a team of developers to build modern and responsive full
stack web applications using best practices
Maintained detailed git history for all projects and used Github in a team
environment
Finished 500+ coding challenges (leetcode.com and codewars.com)
Apps:

● psicarlosrocha.com.br - Fullstack application using firebase firestore,
and analytics. Increased client conversion by 82%, and organically
reached the first page of Google. Developed and maintained an
automated analysis system integrating UX/UI, analytics data and web
development.

● Arte Em Casa - created logo design, landing page and social media
consultancy.

Aug. 2020 - Apr. 2021
Remote

https://www.leonardonobre.com.br
http://github.com/lghiggino
http://www.linkedin.com/in/lghiggino
http://juuntos.com.br/landing
https://www.psicarlosrocha.com.br


Casa Contemporanea, Manager
Provided exceptional customer service, bridging the gaps between the
company, the manufacturer and clients
Built and developed the company website using wordpress, integrated with
shopping functionality, using wooCommerce.

Feb 2013 -  Apr 2020
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Instituto Benjamin Constant, Teacher of the Visually Impaired Mar 2009 - Feb 2013
Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil

EDUCATION

UNESA,
Bachelors in Sports Science

Feb 2007 - Dec 2011
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

PUC-Rio,
Bachelors in Product Design Rio de Janeiro, Brazil


